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Dear Mr. Fujimoto,
thank you very much for your efforts and investigations for the SIG. Unfortunately, I could not take part on the 2nd
session.
ADAC is talking for FIA as consumer protecting party and took part at the TF S/R of GRE.

I want to give some comments onto the document “SIG‐02‐06Rev01e (JP) answer to overview table”, unless I
understood to respond directly to you for preparing the 4th session this month:

Requirements for light animations
from the point of view of road safety
1.

No irritation of road users
a.
No warning functions (f.e. blinking, flashing)
b.
No sudden events (f.e. abrupt flashing or lighting up)
c.
No light images that could represent a unparking process (f.e. direction indicator, low beam, position

lights)
d.

No glare, even if vehicle was parked against the direction of travel (f.e. asymmetric low beam full

e.

No light images that occur when the vehicle is in motion (daytime running lights, marker lights, low

power)
beam)
2.

No danger to road users
a.
No distraction from road traffic (f.e. scaring/shocking, deducting attention even for vulnerable road

users)
b.
No eye glare to children and pets (risk of injury in the near field: low beam, high beam full power,
high light density/intensity)
So, in total it means, that only slow light effects with low flux should be permitted.

Thank you for your attention.

With best regards,
Burkhard Boettcher
Specialist Automotive Technology
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